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Garvill, J., and Malandar, B. Intra-modal and cross-
mcxåal accuracy in a farm discrimination task* thieå Psy
chological Reports, No, 11, 1969. - Intra-modal and 
cross-modal d iscrimnation was compared under two kinds 
of presentation either simultaneous ar successive. The 
modalities were vision and touch and the stimili three-
dixrensicoal "nonsense" objects. The intta-modal condi
tions were expected to result in higher accuracy than 
the croBSHBßdal ocndit&ans. The asymmetric transfer ef
fect (i.e. touch before vision better than vision be
fore touch) usually found in experiments on cross-modal 
transfer, but not in experiments cai cross-modal match
ing, was expected to occur under the condition of suc
cessive presentation at least. Hie method was paired 
comparisons and the results showed higher aœuraoy fee 
the intra-modal conditions as ccrapared to the cross-
modal conditions. The expected asymmetric effect was 
not found. Differences between experiments cai cross-
mcdal transfer and experiments en cross-modal matching 
are discussed. 

From several studies en cross-modal transfer with learning in one of the 
modalities before the transfer test asymmetric effects have been repor
ted/ i.e. higher transfer fron touch to vision than frcra vision to touch 
CGaydcs 1956, Björkman, Garvill & Mol ander IS65, Eastman 1367, Garvill & 
Molander 1S68). Asyirraatric effects have not been found as far as we knew 
in studies ori cross-modal matching. Kress and Cross <1969), however, 
found such an effect in a study of visual and tactual interaction in 
judgments of the vertical. 

In a previous paper dealing with this asymmetric effect (Garvill & Ho
lander 1968) we have suggested a verbal mediation hypothesis which in 
short states that the verba], associations formed during tactual train
ing are in a greater proportion available to the visual modality 
thiapvthe verbal associations feeeai durisi vi,6u&l training are 
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available to the tactual sociality. The way of preserving the stimili 
to the subject is one variable probably affecting the verbalisations. 
One important difference between experiments on axes-modal matching 
and experiments on cross»HïDdal transfer is that in cross-modal match
ing stimuli are presented simultaneously in both modalities while in 
experiments on cross-modal transfer there is training only in one mo
dality before the transfertest. It seems reasonable that the verba
lisations used when the subject acquires information in cm modality 
and has to retain it for scrae time before he can use it in the other 
modality are not the same verbalisations as those used when the sub
ject acquires information in both modalities at the sane time. The 
asyranetric effect found-in experiments an cross-raod&l transfer might 
therefore also be found in cross-modal matching if the stimuli are 
presented successively, i.e. first one stiirulus in one modality and 
then the other stimulus in the other modality. 

A number of previous studies have indicated that vision has a higher 
infanto tion capacity and gives a more accurate perception canpared 
to touch (e.g. Björkman 1SS7, Rock & Harris 1967). Fran this, and 
the fact that sane of the visually-acquired information and sema of 
the information acquired tactually is modality-spocific, it follows 
that intra-modal matching should result in higher accuracy than cross-
modal Hatching, and that the intra-modal condition v-v (i.e. visual 
presentation of both stimuli) should be superior to the intra-modal 
condition t-t (i.e. tactual presentation of both stimuli). In an ex
periment on intra-modal and caxss-nodal matching where the standard 
and comparison stimili were 3-Mite sandpapers varying in roughness, 
Björkman (1967) found that the Weberfracticris for the irrtra-modal 
conditions wert? .10 (v-v) and .21 (t-t) and for the cross-modal 
conditions .27 (v-t) and .35 (t-v). Kelvin (1954) and Kelvin and 
Mulik (1958) on the other hand found no difference between intra-
modal and cross-modal conditions using stimuli varying in circular 
area (Kelvin 1954) and length (Kelvin & Mulik 195a). It is not 
surprising, however, that when the stimuli used are both tactually 
and visually wall known to the subjects before the experiment the 
expected difference between intra-codal and cross-modal conditions 
disappears. 
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Most experiments have been performed with uniuimensional stimili. In 
the experiment reported below the stimuli were complex "nonsense" ob
jects varying in more than one dimension and totally unknown to the 
subjects before the experiment. 

The method was paired conparisons and it was intended to campare in-
tra-modal and cross-modal conditions with simultaneous and successive 
presentation. Fran the reasoning above one would expect the intra
nodal conditicns to result in higher accuracy than the cross-modal 
conditions. Within the intra-iaodal conditions, v-v should be superior 
to t-t. Within the cross-nodal conditions cine would expect the asym
metric effect to appear with successive presentation at least. When 
the presentation was simultaneous tive only difference between the two 
cross-coda! conditions was in the instruction. 

Method 

Stimuli. Seven pairs of solid three-dimensional objects were used. 
The stimuli could be described as "nonsense" objects and varied 
only in shape. A more detailed description with photographs is 
given in a previous paper (Garvül & Molander 1963). 

Apparatus. IXiring the experdamt the subject was seated in front of 
a screen. When an object was presented tactuaUy the subject put his 
hands under the screen and could then manipulate the object withebt 
seeing it. During the visual presentations the objects were placed 
on a rotating disc behind the screen and at the same level as the 
upper edge of the screen C eye-level). The rate of rotation was one 
tum in five seconds. 

Subjects. 80 undergraduate students of psychology were randomly 
assigned to the eight groups with ten students in each. 

Procedure. The experiment contained four modality conditions» two 
intra-modal (v-v and t-t) » and two crcss-Hcdal (v-t and t«v), and 



two exactions of presentation either simulxaneous a? successive 
thus making up H x 2 factorial design. Each object was compared with 
every other and with a replica of itself in a randaiiized ardor. 

The subject had to respond "equal" or "different" for every compari
son. No informticn. about the correct answer was given. When the 
presentation was simultaneous the two objects were presented one in 
each modality for ten seconds. Here the only difference between the 
two cross-modal conditions was in the instruction. The t-v group was 
instructed to depart frcm the object presented tactuaily and judge 
whether the object presented visually was equal to or different frcm 
the object presented tatftuaHy. The v-t group wore to depart frcm 
the object presented visually aal judge whether the object present
ed tactuaily was equal to or different frcm the object presented 
visually. When the presentation was successive the first object was 
presented in the first modality for five seconds, and then there was 
an interval of ten seconds before the other object was presented in 
the second modality, also for five seconds. The inter-trial-interval 
was ten seconds for both conditions of presentation. 

The number' of presentations for each subject was 84* 1<4 pairs of 
equal objects and 70 pairs of different objects. Every subject 
within -each group received a new order of presentation. 

Results 

The data were analysed separately for pairs of identical objects 
and fear pairs of different objects. The mean relative error fre
quency for each group is shown in Table 1. Far the pairs of ident
ical objects it is the relative frequency of "different" responses 
and for the pairs of different objects the relative frequency of 
"equal" responses. 



Table 1. Relative frequency of errer for paired comparisons of 
identical and different objects. 

Simultaneous 
presentation 

Successive 
presentation 

pairs ot pairs of 
identical different 
objects objects 

pairs* of"" pairs"of 
identical different 
objects còjects 

V - V .14 

modality t - t .25 

conditiai v - t .06 

t - v .07 

.06 

.28 

:33 

.31 

.34 

.22 

.23 

.11 

.08 

.19 

.22 

.34 

As can be seen fron gable 1 the relative error frequency for the 
pairs of identical objects reveals an almost reversed pattern com
pared to the pairs of different objects for berth conditions of pre
sentation. This may be due to the fact that it was not possible to 
construct exact replicas of the objects, and therefore the intra
nodal conditions which are expected to result in higher accuracy 
than the cross-raodal conditions produce more "errors" 'which in rea
lity are not .errors. If these pairs of "identical" objects are treat
ed as different they reveal the sams pattern as the other pairs of 
different objects. Therefore it was considered most correct to ex
clude the comparisons of "identical" objects from the treatment of 
data. 

A 4 x 2 analysis of variance revealed a significant effect of modality 
conditions (F(3,72) « 29,37, p'<_.01) and a significant of feet* of inter
action between modality ecn&Ltierts and conditions of presentation (F(3,72) 
s 3,35,sp<.0S>. The effect of mcdality conditions deper^^tc a high de-
ZPQC ofr' the v-v conditions which are significantly better than the 
iufcher conditSonaf - 0p<c. Üi^t/iÄudepts. t^testOu  ̂Ïhett^^tèxidïtiïôna 
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are better than the t^rœs-Kiodal' conditions iAxt^hbt si^nificarttsis-
(p>.05, studente t-test) exsbespt'between t-t ânû t-v tmâer ètfcceâsitfe 
geesentàticn (p<.0l, students t-test): 

In order to carpare v-v with t-t and v-t with t-v pair~canparisons 
of the intra-modal conditions and the cross-modal ccrditions under 
simultaneous and successive ccnditions wore made. All comparisons 
were sigriificant (p<.05, students t-test) except between the two 
cross-raodal conditions wrtfi simultaneous presentation. 

The data show that the intra-rrcdal conditions give hi îer accuracy 
than the cross-modal, ènd that the v-v condition is superior to 

the t-t condition under both kinds of presentation. No a symmetric 
effect in the expected direction was found for the cross-modal con
ditions . With successive presentation v-t was found to be eVcn bet
ter than t-v. With simultaneous presentation no si^nificaiict differ
ence• was-:-found botwoerr t-v and v-t, which .is in rxccrdance with 
earlier findings. This indicates that the difference in instructicfi 
had no effect. 

Discussion 

Eie results of this experiment support earlier findings concerning 
the superiority of intra-nsodal catching coapared to croes-sraodal 
matching, and the superiority of the visual sodality compared to 
the tactual. The same relation is found for the ccmplex stinsali 
used in this experiments as for the urudimensimal stimuli in 
earlier experiments, 

The asymmetric effect usually found in experiments an cross-modal 
transfer was not found in this experiment. This may show that the 
difference in presenting the stimuli (i.e. successive v.s. simul
taneous) between experiments can cross-raod&l transfer and cross-nodal 
matching is not the most impartant oie for the asymmetric effect to 
appear. Ihere are several other aspects in which they differ. One 
probably important aspect- is that in experiments on crcss~®Qdal 
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transfer there is a period of learning, at least in the first moda
lity, when the subject should learn to associate certain labels with 
objects. The objects are presented one at a time and the subject 
should give the correct label for oach object. In order to do this 
the subject had to be able to discriminate between all objects used 
in the experiment, while in experiments on cross-modal Batching the 
subject has to discriminate between only two objects at a time. In 
cross-nodal transfer when the subject is tested in the second moda
lity, all information he has about the objects is acquired through 
the first nßdality, while in cross-racdal ' roatching the subject receives 
information thrcuch both modalities at every trial. These differences 
could, in experiments on crcss-mcdal transfer, lead to a greater num
ber1 of associations and verbalisations that also differ fraß those 
in experiments an cross-modal matching. If this is the case it coulxi 
explain why this asyrrraütrie effect exists in croes-mod&l transfer 
but not in cross-modal matching. The- interaction effect between mo
dality conditions and ccsnditicsns of presentation is difficult to ex
plain at the present stage. It sees® as if the two modality candi-« 
tians where vision is the second modality (v-v and t-v) are not 
affected by simultaneous and successive presentation, while the 
other two modality coalitions where touch is the second modality 
(t-t and v-t) seem to give* a higher accuracy for successive presen
tation than far simultaneous presentation. 

This stucfy was made passible by a grant fras the Swedish Council for 
Social Science Research. 
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